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We solicited feedback and suggestions from the folks who know BT best: Faculty and staff, 
students, families, and BT’s Board of Trustees. Through surveys, campus visits, and visioning 
sessions, we landed on a consistent set of themes that helped guide our thinking.

Visibly reflect a world 
class educational 
experience.

Space that reflects and  
elevates quality of education.

Buildings that inspire and  
celebrate student and  
educator successes.

Design that amplifies  
global leadership. 

Physically  
prioritize 
community.

More thoughtful  
collaboration spaces. 

Improved outdoor and  
social spaces.

All grade levels engaged 
through education and  
social connectivity. 

Design with a 
forward-thinking 
world view.

Technologically advanced today 
and adaptable for tomorrow.

Pave the way for new and  
innovative models of learning.

Flexibility of space to evolve 
with changing needs.

From Strategic Plan  
to Campus Master Plan 

Brownell Talbot launched its current strategic plan in 2020, and with 
it came a clear vision for the BT experience ahead. An experience that 
provides a rigorous education in state-of-the-art classrooms and facilities 
that empowers students to thrive in a rapidly changing world. 

So why now? 
Three reasons why the time for a campus master plan is now:

1. It aligns with the vision we outlined in our strategic plan.
“Define and become the standard for excellence in learning  
environments, facilities, equipment, campus safety, and  
technologies within global education.”

2. We’ve outgrown our space.
The age and condition of  the buildings don’t align with the  
innovative educational goals BT has set for itself. In short:  
BT has outgrown the space physically AND philosophically.

3. The world has changed and BT must adapt.
Increased use of  technology, more space to spread out, outdoor  
learning environments, infrastructure changes to create healthier 
buildings, pedagogical shifts, and global views.

Brownell Talbot celebrates 

157 years as Nebraska’s only 

independent, coeducational, 

college preparatory school 

serving preschool through 

grade 12 students. Known for 

its academic excellence — and 

its commitment to students 

and community — BT was the 

state’s first female boarding 

school and the first to graduate 

a high school class. Our current 

campus has been home since 

1922, and we became a coed 

school in 1952. Present day, 

Brownell Talbot is celebrated 

as Omaha’s Best - consistently 

earning awards and accolades 

for best private school. 



More, equitably sized,  
and better equipped  
classrooms. 

Investing in the design of spaces 
that contribute to increased 
student engagement, even 
better learning outcomes, and 
greater teacher satisfaction is  
of fundamental importance.

Safe and healthy spaces 
that promote mental and 
physical wellness.

Technology, proper lighting, 
and updated HVAC systems 
all contribute to healthier 
buildings, students, faculty, and 
staff. The plan puts security at 
the forefront, with thoughtful 
adjacencies that increase 
visibility for faculty and staff. 

Space to  
collaborate 
and create. 

From multipurpose spaces  
that serve both educational  
and social purposes to an 
innovation hub and varied 
collaboration spaces for students, 
faculty and staff, and families, the 
design will inspire active learning 
and build community.

Using feedback gleaned from building tours, surveys, and conversations with faculty and 
staff, families, and students, the APMA design team identified several project aspirations  
that would have a meaningful impact on all those who interact with the campus.

BT worked with Alley Poyner Macchietto Architecture (APMA) to create a living,  
long-term planning document that provides a conceptual layout to guide future  
growth and development. Master planning is about making the connection between 
buildings, social settings, and their surrounding environments.

WHAT IS A 
MASTER PLAN?
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One Campus Master Plan.  
Three Key Phases. 

PHASE 1

East Campus 
Transformation 

1. New academic buildings

• New Lower School and  
welcome center 

• Innovation hub for robotics  
labs, digital tech, and visual  
arts classrooms

• Center for excellence with 
libraries and dining hall

• Commons areas for all  
school divisions

2. Campus-wide systems and 
infrastructure upgrades

3. Geothermal HVAC system

Phase 1’s endowment will support 
funding for faculty and staff 
enrichment, merit scholarships, 
financial aid, operations, and 
endowed student programming. 

PHASE 2 

Learning Spaces 
Revitalization 

1. Swanson Hall classroom 
conversion and performing 
arts upgrades

2. Worthington Hall 
academics

3. James Library and 
Batchelder Hall conversion 

4. Refresh Hitchcock Science  
wing and renovate Fine 
Arts classrooms

Phase 2’s endowment will support merit 
scholarships, financial aid, operations, 
endowed positions, and endowed 
student programming, such as world 
language and international studies. 

PHASE 3 

Athletics and 
Administration Refresh 

1. Scott Gymnasium expansion

2. Theisen Fieldhouse refresh

3. Skutt Field improvements 
and track installation

4. Worthington Hall including  
the administration offices

5. Solar panels to provide  
renewable energy

6. St. Matthias Chapel updates

The Brownell Talbot Board of  Trustees approved the campus master plan 
in January 2021 by endorsing a three-phased approach to its completion  
and pairing critical endowment priorities with each phase.
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